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Interview: 'My Hero Academia' Creator
Kohei Horikoshi Talks Quirks, Comics, and
Detroit Smashes
By MEGAN PETERS
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My Hero Academia is the 'it' item in the vast world of superheroes. Marvel and DC Comics are going
head-to-head in theaters, but few titles can touch the explosive growth of Kohei Horikoshi’s title. My
Hero Academia has grown a worldwide fanbase in its four years, and fans are eager to show their love
for Izuku Midoriya at every turn.
Luckily, some very lucky fans did get a chance to showcase their love for the series a couple weeks
back. Kohei made his North American debut at Comic-Con International in July, and the humble artist
made time to meet his legion of fans.
With a booked schedule, Kohei took time to talk with ComicBook.com about all things My Hero
Academia. The artist talked about the creation of fan-favorite mama Inko Midoriya before delving into
his love for western comic books. You can check out the full interview in the slides below!
Want to know more about the interview? Let me know in the comments or hit up on Twitter
@MeganPetersCB to talk all things comics and anime!
The Pressures of Popularity
So, welcome to San Diego Comic-Con! The reception of My Hero Academia at the panel that I went
on earlier today was insane. Everyone was so excited!
The series is extremely popular. A lot of people are saying that it could be as big as Naruto and
One Piece and even become the next shonen masterpiece. Does that put a lot of burden on you?
KH: I only feel pressure. [It’s a] little scary.

From Manga Star to Comic Success

With comic books in general, superheroes are the de nition of entertainment right now. Even
outside of manga, My Hero Academia has become one of the preeminent superhero stories. What
does that feel like knowing the series is crossing boundaries from manga to comics?

KH: Like, “Oh, is that okay to be happening?”
Mama Midoriya Is The GOAT
You can’t pick a favorite character in My Hero Academia because everyone loves them all.
However, everyone loves Inko Midoriya. What was the inspiration behind her character?

KH: Well, rst and foremost, I wanted Deku to be like any other kid. Not like every man, but every kid.
So, I wanted him to have a kind of worry wart mom. And my own mother is a bit of a worry wart.

Western Comics in My Hero Academia?
My Hero Academia is such a love letter to superheroes. Did you receive any speci c inspiration
from Western comic books?

KH: Yeah, I literally have a Japanese translated version of a U.S. superhero title in my left hand, and I'm
drawing with my right.
KH's Recent Comic Favs

Earlier at the panel, I know you said you love Spider-Man. Is there a particular comic series that you
really love?

Interviewer Note: During the interview, KH couldn’t remember the exact series’ name, but he could give
a short description. As it turns out, Dan Slott’s The Superior Spider-Man run is one of KH’s recent
favorites.

Star Wars Easter Eggs Everywhere!
With My Hero Academia, a lot of its characters have comic book tie-ins. Are there any comic book
Easter eggs in the series you’re really proud of?

KH: So, rather than American comics, it would be Star Wars. Gran Torino in the manga kind of loosely
alludes to Yoda. You know, since he’s like this tiny, old man teacher.
Recruiting Comic Heroes for My Hero Academia
Here in America, there are a lot of comic creators who love My Hero Academia. Jim Lee drew All
Might, and Deadpool creator Robert Liefeld is also a fan. If you could pick any Western comic book
superhero to put into My Hero Academia for a special, who would you pick?

KH: Maybe Deadpool?

Superman v All Might - Settled!

So, this question has become a favorite for fans to debate. I know they probably wouldn’t ght if it
came down to it, but if Superman and All Might had to ght one another, who would win?

KH: Superman! His laser eyes, they are Superman’s biggest Quirks. The di erence between them, the
battle of their Quirks — laser eyes would win. If All Might had that Quirk though...
Live-Action Take on My Hero Academia... Anyone?
The popularity of My Hero Academia in the U.S. has become impossible to ignore. All of its
adaptations from the manga to the anime and now the movie are amazing. In the same vein as
Marvel and DC, do you think My Hero Academia could translate into live-action?

KH: The lm would have to make sure the existence of All Might is very absolute. Also, Deku’s
relationship with All Might. Deku is always looking up to All Might. So, as long as that relationship is
solid, I think that should be at the core for a screenwriter for a live-action movie.

KH's Actual Creation Quirk

As a nal question, just how do you come up with all the Quirks found in My Hero Academia?

KH: Back when the series rst started, sometimes in order to move the story forward or
make sure characters fought, that is how Quirks were sometimes inspired. But, since then,
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it has been more of a "light bulb’ or "Ah Ha" moment — by being inspired by the things
around me.
For example, with Gran Torino, I came up with his Quirk when I was taking a shower. I looked at the
shower head and was like, “Oh, that would be cool… for something to come out of his feet.” Like have
propellant coming out of them. So, that is how his Quirk was inspired.
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Demon Slayer's Movie May Be Eyeing a
Late February Release in the United States
By MEGAN PETERS
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- January 13, 2021 10:20 am EST

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba has secured its place in history as one of anime's biggest successes.
Following its season one debut, the fantastical show nestled into the homes of millions. Nowadays,
Demon Slayer is breaking records when it comes to manga and anime sales with its rst-ever lm
leading the charge. And if a new report is right, Demon Slayer could have plans to brings its movie
stateside next month.
The update went live late last night when AMC Theaters updated its page for DSTM... or Demon Slayer:
The Movie. The lm, which tracks at nearly two hours, had very little information on its landing page
save for a new date. The website gave the feature a release Ono February 26, 2021. As you can
imagine, this sent fans into a tizzy, but AMC has since altered the date.
WTK
@WTK

Demon Slayer -Kimetsu no Yaiba- The Movie: Mugen Train
could be coming to theaters starting February 26?
amctheatres.com/search?q=Demon…
amctheatres.com/movies/dstm-65…

5:42 AM · Jan 13, 2021
69

31 people are Tweeting about this

Now? Well, it seems the date is very di erent. AMC Theaters suggests the move will debut on January 1,
1900. You know, as in over 120 years ago. Who would have thought?
At this point, no o cial release date has been given for Demon Slayer in the United States, but fans
were promised an early 2021 premiere. Aniplex is no doubt eager to take the movie global following its
unprecedented success in Japan. However, a February 2021 release would likely harm Demon Slayer's
global gross given the state of COVID-19 in the United States.

According to the latest reports, the United States has topped 4,000+ daily deaths from the
virus twice now. A total of 381,000 have died from COVID-19 with nearly 23 million having
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been infected. In the U.S. alone, the country's total cases make up nearly a fourth of cases globally, and
the pandemic is only worsening. This means most theaters around the United States are closed, so it
will be tough for most fans to see Demon Slayer even if they felt comfortable doing so.
What do you make of this report? Should Demon Slayer postpone its stateside release...? Share your
thoughts with us in the comments section below or hit me up on Twitter @MeganPetersCB.
Start the Conversation

Demon Slayer Movie Crosses New Global
Box O ce Milestone
By EVAN VALENTINE
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At this point, are there any records that Demon Slayer won't break? Demon Slayer: Mugen Train is
continuing to shatter records in Japan, not having been released in North American theaters as of yet
due to the coronavirus pandemic, managing to earn more money than Studio Ghibli's Spirited Away and
pulling in a level of pro ts that has never been seen before! The rst movie of the Demon Slayer anime
follows Tanjiro, Nezuko, and their friends within the Demon Slayer Corps attempting to destroy demons
aboard a mysterious train, which proves to be one of their deadliest missions to date!
Demon Slayer is currently the highest-grossing lm that has been released domestically in Japan,
scoring pro ts that have raked in over three hundred and forty million USD since arriving into theaters
last year. Being the rst Japanese movie to score this much money in its theatrical run, it will de nitely
be interesting to see if the anime will march forward with a second season, or decide to strike while the
iron is hot and instead tell the next story of Tanjiro in the form of a movie to score more giant pro ts.

(Photo: Ufotable)

Recently, Demon Slayer: Mugen Train was knocked o the number one spot for weekly pro t intake, as
the anime movie, Gintama: The Final, was able to take the top spot and put an end to the Demon Slayer
movie's insane thirteen-week streak. Demon Slayer hasn't just been shattering records in the movie
theaters, but it has also been breaking records in the world of manga as its volumes are continuing to
outsell every other Shonen franchise on the market today! Though the story of Demon Slayer has come
to an end in the manga, we de nitely wouldn't be surprised to see the series return with a sequel and/or
spin-o series revisiting this world.
Ufotable has a big hit on its hands when it comes to the animated tale of Demon Slayer, and we have to
wonder how many more seasons we will get for Tanjiro, Nezuko, Inosuke, Zenitsu, and the various other
colorful swordsmen of this Shonen franchise!

What do you think of Demon Slayer shattering yet another record? When do you think
we'll see the movie hit North America this year? Feel free to let us know in the comments
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or hit me up directly on Twitter @EVComedy to talk all things comics, anime, and the world of the
Demon Slayer Corps!
Via Crunchyroll
Start the Conversation

Dragon Ball Cosplay Revisits The Grand
Tour With Bulla
By EVAN VALENTINE
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Dragon Ball GT might not be considered "canon", but that doesn't mean that elements from the sequel
series have subsided, as one fan has decided to use cosplay to highlight the fashion of the daughter of
Vegeta and Bulma, Bulla! Bulla has actually had a role in Dragon Ball Super, being born in the latest
series, but has many years to go before she is able to hit her teenage years as she did in Dragon Ball
GT wherein she was one of the only Saiyan hybrids that didn't have the ability to transform into a Super
Saiyan!
In Dragon Ball GT, Bulla was obsessed with fashion and spending the fortune of her mother that had
been accumulated thanks to the company of Capsule Corps. Witnessing her father being taken over by
the villain Baby, an alien life form from the race of the Tu es that was one of GT's biggest villains, Bulla
isn't able to ever train in martial arts to improve her power level, though it never seemed as if she was
looking to join either her father, or her mother, in the family's business. In Dragon Ball Super, Bulla is
born thanks to Whis instantly transporting her out of Bulma's body, and it will be interesting to see,
should there be a time skip, whether or not the daughter of Vegeta will become more like her father!
Instagram Cosplayer Naomi Moonz shared this impressive Cosplay that gives us a fresh take on the
Dragon Ball GT character who never got the chance to join the ght as Bulla would rather be spending
her teenage years shopping than working toward becoming a Super Saiyan:
naomi.moonz

View Profile

53.3k followers

View More on Instagram

1,583 likes
naomi.moonz

✨✨I always thought Bulla was in her teens in but @geekdombigd told me she
was 10 lol HER OUTFIT IS NOT suitable for her age 🤣🤣❤✨✨

.
.
.
.
.
.
#bulla #bullabriefs #db #dbz #dragonballz #dragonball #dragonballsuper #fourstar
#bullacosplay #cute #waifu #selfie #super #anime #manga #dragonradar
#kawaiigirl #vegeta #goku #broly #cosplayer #animecosplay
#cosplayersofinstagram #dbzgirl #me #cosplaybabe #fun #cosplaygirl
#cosplayphoto #cosplayphotography
view all 30 comments
Add a comment...

Dragon Ball Super might not have Bulla joining the Z Fighters in their battles any time soon considering
she's a baby and all, but the sequel series has de nitely introduced us to some female Super Saiyans.
With Cauli a and Kale appearing as female Saiyans who mastered how to become Super Saiyans
themselves, Bulla will be in good company if she eventually decides to follow in her father's footsteps
down the line!

What do you think of this ingenious return to the world of Dragon Ball GT? Do you think we'll one day
see Bulla become a Super Saiyan? Feel free to let us know in the comments or hit me up directly on
Twitter @EVComedy to talk all things comics, anime, and the world of Dragon Ball!
Start the Conversation

Naruto Opening Gives First Look at
Boruto's Karma in the Anime
By EVAN VALENTINE
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Boruto: Naruto Next Generations - Ope…
Ope…

Watch later

Share

Boruto: Naruto Next Generations' turned a lot of fans' heads when it was announced during the recent
Jump Festa convention that the "Vessel Arc" would nally be making the leap from the pages of the
manga to the anime, and the opening for the latest episodes gives fans their rst look at the mysterious
energy of Karma that ows through the veins of the son of Naruto! Though Boruto doesn't have a ninetailed fox bouncing around within his body like the Seventh Hokage did, the energy known as Karma is
de nitely a power struggle that the young ninja will have to deal with.
The energy known as Karma, without going into spoiler territory, will have a big role to play as the Kara
Organization moves closer to achieving its goals. Karma will not only be possessed by Boruto, but also
the mysterious new character of Kawaki, a rogue ninja who is a part of the Kara Organization and is
around the same age as the young members of Team 7! Much like the power of the Kyubi, Karma is a
big boost that comes at a heavy price, and it's one that will be explored within the upcoming "Vessel
Arc".
In the latest episode of the anime, we bore witness to the entirety of the Kara Organization staring down
Victor and Deepa, the two rogue ninjas who fought against Team 7 but were defeated by the combined
forces of the ninja of Konoha. With the introduction of the likes of Kashin Koji and his fellow rogues,
Victor and Deepa weren't long for this world and proved that this new villainous collective is one that is
looking to rival the Hidden Leaf Village foes of the Akatsuki!
In the manga, Karma has played a huge role in the chapters of Boruto: Naruto Next Generations,
promising some big events for the anime adaptation moving forward! With many believing that the
Seventh Hokage might not be long for this world, it's clear that the current story of the Hidden Leaf isn't
pulling any punches whether its being told in the manga or in the anime!

What do you think of this rst look at Karma via this Boruto anime introduction? Are you hyped for the
Vessel Arc nally making landfall? Feel free to let us know in the comments or hit me up directly on
Twitter @EVComedy to talk all things comics, anime, and the world of the Hidden Leaf Village!
Start the Conversation

Edens Zero Wows Fans with Its First Trailer
By MEGAN PETERS
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The new year has come, and that means the anime industry is bracing for a new round of shows to go
live. As you can imagine, both new and returning series are on deck for debut in 2021, and fans each
have one or two shows they're most hyped about. For many, one such show happens to be Edens Zero,
and its very rst trailer has fans feeling really good about its prospects.
If you did not know, Edens Zero put out its rst trailer last night, and fans were oored by its quality. The
series, which was created by Hiro Mashima, seems to have all the best hallmarks of Fairy Tail and then
some. After all, this sci- series has the perfect blend of action and drama that combines with its
otherworldly characters.

(Photo: J.C. Sta )

As you can see in the slides below, fans are loving this trailer, and that is a big win for J.C. Sta . After all,
the studio is rather hit or miss with its titles. Series like One-Punch Man oundered under the company
while Fairy Tail fared well enough. Now, the question remains whether Edens Zero holds up for full
episodes, and fans will get an answer before long.
After all, Edens Zero is slated to debut in April 2021. A recent report con rmed the show will premiere
on April 10 in a late-night slot which will give it more freedom with censors. Obviously, this has Shonen
fans hyped for the anime's battles, so we can only hope the stars align for this interstellar anime!
What do you make of Edens Zero's rst trailer? Will you be tuning in? Share your thoughts with us in the
comments section below or hit me up on Twitter @MeganPetersCB.
In 3... 2... 1...
6ix-dragons
@6ixDragons

Pretty much describes how the #EdensZero fandom is feeling,
after the teaser trailer came out!
#EZMemes #EZAnime

6:30 PM · Jan 13, 2021
14

See 6ix-dragons’s other Tweets

Red Alert! Red Alert!

@oneforft

THE EDENS ZERO TRAILER LOOKED AMAZING I AM SO
EXCITED TO SEE SHIKI AND REBECCA BE ANIMATED
AHHH

12:08 PM · Jan 13, 2021
28

See

’s other Tweets

Appreciate Him
kharro;
Saiki Kusuo No Psi-nan
@trafaraw

shiki appreciation
#EDENSZERO

5:00 AM · Jan 13, 2021
146

52 people are Tweeting about this

Optimism Too High
Agus || Weiszmura supremacy
@shikismolbean

April 10th EZ anime

IM IN LOVE WITH THE COLORS! those eﬀects are so good!
#EDENSZERO

GIF

4:02 AM · Jan 13, 2021
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98 people are Tweeting about this

We Feel That
Kari | Gojo Simp
@lucielhyung

I'm still hyped over the Edens Zero PV

3:50 PM · Jan 13, 2021
47

See

Kari | Gojo Simp

’s other Tweets

Perfection
hana ❀
@needsnalu

omg they look perfect
#EdensZero

3:17 AM · Jan 13, 2021
556

133 people are Tweeting about this

Beat You to It
𝓘𝓼𝓶𝓪𝓮𝓵 ⁷ #BLM
@unbotheredRandi

GOODNIGHT AND STAN EDENS ZERO

4:08 AM · Jan 13, 2021
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77 people are Tweeting about this

DO IT
𝓘𝓼𝓶𝓪𝓮𝓵 ⁷ #BLM
@unbotheredRandi

MAKE SURE YOU WATCH EDENS ZERO APRIL 10

Start the Conversation

Sakyuki Reload: Zeroin Announces Anime
Adaptation
By EVAN VALENTINE
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In a world of hot Shonen franchises such as Dragon Ball, One Piece, Demon Slayer, and Naruto,
sometimes series can get lost in the shu e when it comes to grabbing the attention of anime fans
around the world, but a fan-favorite series in Saiyuki is planning to return to the world of anime with a
new sequel series, Saiyuki Reload Zeroin! Saiyuki is de nitely no stranger to the world of anime as the
franchise has seen numerous series and feature-length lms released, with the previous entry for the
four heroes taking the form of Saiyuki Reload Blast.
Saiyuki Reload shared the announcement that a new series would be released later this year, entering
into a new phase of storytelling with the arrival of Zeroin, revealing a brand new trailer for the upcoming
anime as well as the reveal that Liden Film Production would be responsible for the return of the
"fantastic four":

“

テレビアニメ化が決定したライデンフィルム制作「最遊記RELOAD -ZEROIN-」より三蔵一行
【#関俊彦 #保志総一朗 #平田広明 #石田彰】の音声も聴けるティザーPVが公開中！！大人気
エピソード『Even a worm編』の世界観をいち早くお楽しみください！

https://t.co/M0xO6zfNBS#最遊記 pic.twitter.com/L1BjvslXrO
— TVアニメ「最遊記RELOAD -ZEROIN-」公式 (@saiyuki_re) January 10, 2021

The o cial description for Saiyuki Reload, if you are unfamiliar with the series that rst premiered in the
late 1990s, following a quartet of heroes that de nitely try to maintain a "punk" aesthetic:
"Priest Genjo Sanzo and companions Cho Hakkai, Sha Gojyo, and Son Goku maintain their westward
journey to stop the resurrection of the demon Gyoumao. As the reputation of the Sanzo Ikkou precedes
them, they continue to ght demon assassins at every turn, but they must also deal with increasing
tensions within their group to defeat a powerful enemy."

With Saiyuki's upcoming return, could the Shonen series nd a way to come within
striking distance of some of the bigger movers and shakers that originated from Weekly
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Shonen Jump?
Are you hyped for the return of the Saiyuki franchise? What other lesser-known anime property would
you like to see make a comeback? Feel free to let us know in the comments or hit me up directly on
Twitter @EVComedy to talk all things comics, anime, and the world of Reload!
Start the Conversation

Will a New Dragon Ball Super Trailer Drop
in 2021?
By MEGAN PETERS
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Dragon Ball Super has been out of commission for some time now, but fans haven't given up hope on
the anime. While the manga continues the series with new arcs, there are thousands of fans who are
crossing their ngers for an anime comeback. Of course, theories continue to crop up that Goku will be
back before you know it, so should you expect an anime announcement in 2021?
Well, you shouldn't get your hopes up. Dragon Ball may be down in overall pro t these days, but it
hasn't dipped enough to sound alarms with Toei Animation.

If you will remember, Dragon Ball Super brought its anime to an end back in 2018 after Universe 7 won
the Tournament of Power. The ordeal was an epic one that hyped fans up in a big way, but Dragon Ball
Super segued out of the arc with little fanfare. Of course, the manga carried that energy forward into a
new arc, but the anime went silent until its rst movie debuted. The release of Dragon Ball Super: Broly
proved how popular the anime was with fans, but there has been no news on that front since December
2018.
Still, this history has not dissuaded fans from hoping for more anime. Rumors crop up frequently about
the show's return, but Toei Animation has stayed mum on such issues. Fuji TV has also kept quiet on a
possible comeback or even a new Dragon Ball series entirely. Given the continuation of the manga, fans
believed Goku's comeback is a matter of when rather than if. However, Toei Animation has its hands full
at the moment. From One Piece to Digimon Adventure, the studio has other commitments to take care
of, so it seems highly unlikely Goku will return to the small screen in 2021.

What do you think about Dragon Ball Super's chances for 2021? Do you think the anime will ever
return? Share your thoughts with us in the comments section below or hit me up on Twitter
@MeganPetersCB.
Start the Conversation

Jujutsu Kaisen's Numbers Have Doubled
Since the Anime's Debut
By MEGAN PETERS
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Jujutsu Kaisen made its anime debut last year, and fans have been hooked on its supernatural story
since day one. Of course, that means interest has shot up with its manga, and the numbers are here to
prove it. After all, a new report out of Japan has revealed how big Jujutsu Kaisen has become, and its
circulation has doubled.
The new report comes from Shueisha as the publisher touted its circulation numbers for Jujutsu Kaisen
overseas. It was announced the manga has 20 million copies in circulation with both physical and digital
copies. This means Jujutsu Kaisen has risen 235% since its anime premiered last fall.

(Photo: Studio MAPPA)

Last October, Shueisha says Jujutsu Kaisen had about 8.5 million copies circulating, and it reached 10
million copies by the end of the month. By the end of December, Jujutsu Kaisen hit 15 million copies,
and its newest milestone has come around at the start of 2021.
If you want to check out Jujutsu Kaisen in print, Viz Media has the license in the United States. You can
read it through Viz's digital vault or physical library to catch up on Yuji Itadori's adventure. You can read
up on the series' o cial synopsis below:

"In a world where demons feed on unsuspecting humans, fragments of the legendary and feared
demon Ryoma Sukuna were lost and scattered about. Should any demon consume Sukuna's body
parts, the power they gain could destroy the world as we know it. Fortunately, there exists a mysterious
school of Jujutsu Sorcerers who exist to protect the precarious existence of the living from the
supernatural!
Yuji Itadori is high schooler who spends his days visiting his bedridden grandfather. Although he looks
like your average teenager, his immense physical strength is something to behold! Every sports club
wants him to join, but Itadori would rather hang out with the school outcasts in the Occult Club. One day,
the club manages to get their hands on a sealed cursed object, but little do they know the terror they'll
unleash when they break the seal..."
What do you make of this new report? Do you think Jujutsu Kaisen is the next big
anime...? Share your thoughts with us in the comments section below or hit me up on
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Twitter @MeganPetersCB.

HT - ANN
Start the Conversation
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